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•  IGOS 1 & 2 (projet européen HC1026HC) 1996-2000 
 Image Guided Orthopaedic Surgery 

•  VOEU 2000-2002 
 Virtual Orthopédique Européan University 
 leçon illustrée (HTML) puis simulateur 3D (VRML) 

•  TELEOS (TCAN / ANR) 2004-2008 
 Technology Enhanced Learning for Orthopaedic Surgery 
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méthode 

•  Analyse de l’activité opératoire 
–  Expert et formateur 
–  Prescription et réalité 

•  Modélisation de connaissances 
–  Liens entre connaissances, problèmes, systèmes de 

représentation 
–  Déclaratif, empirique, gestuel 

•  Conception d’environnements de formation 
–  Représentation informatique du réseau de connaissances  
–  Diagnostic et production de feedback pour la formation 



TELEOS : Technology Enhanced Learning for 

Orthopaedic Surgery  



Diagnostic 

(Vu Minh, post doc CNRS 2005/2006) 



Prise de décision didactique 
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Vérifier 

Renforcer 

Faire apprendre 

Cible de la rétroaction 

(Mufti-Alchawafa, thèse en cours) 



Q1 : besoin des chirurgiens ? 

•  individuelle : formation à une intervention peu 
pratiquée 

•  institutionnelle : homogénéisation des pratiques 
sur le territoire européen 

•  certification du chirurgien en vue d'une 
autorisation à pratiquer cette intervention 

 qualité et précision du simulateur 
 efficacité : cohorte comparatives de chirurgiens 
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 Virtual reality simulators in orthopedic surgery: what do the surgeons think? 
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Department of Surgery, University of Auckland, Grafton, Auckland, New Zealand. 

BACKGROUND: There is increasing pressure to develop virtual reality surgical simulation 
that can be used in surgical training. However, little is known of the attitudes of the surgical 
community toward such simulation, and which aspects of simulation are most important. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: A postal survey on attitudes to surgical simulation was sent 
to all New Zealand orthopedic surgeons and advanced trainees. This comprised of 44 
questions in 10 sections, using either a visual analogue scale (0 to 10) or free text box 
replies. Results were analyzed for two sub-groups; surgeons qualified before 1990 and 
those qualified in or after 1990 or still in training. RESULTS: Of the 208 possible responses, 
142 were received, a response rate of 68%. Only four respondents had tried a surgical 
based simulator. Earlier qualified surgeons were more likely to agree that simulation was an 
effective way to practice surgical procedures, median score 7.7 versus 5.6 (P = 0.03). Both 
groups thought the most important task for simulation was practicing angulation/spatial 
orientation (median score 8.4/10), while a realistic view of the operation was the most 
important requirement (median score 9/10). Both groups were unconvinced that simulation 
would impact on their practice in the next 5 years, with this statement being scored lower by 
later qualified surgeons, median score 2.4 versus 4.1 (P = 0.04). CONCLUSIONS: 
Orthopedic surgeons in New Zealand are supportive of surgical simulation but do not expect 
simulation to have an impact in the near future. Intriguingly, later qualified surgeons and 
trainees are more skeptical than their earlier qualified colleagues. 
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later qualified surgeons, median score 2.4 versus 4.1 (P = 0.04). CONCLUSIONS: 
Orthopedic surgeons in New Zealand are supportive of surgical simulation but do not expect 
simulation to have an impact in the near future. Intriguingly, later qualified surgeons and 
trainees are more skeptical than their earlier qualified colleagues. 

the most important task for simulation 
was practicing angulation/spatial orientation 
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a realistic view of the operation 
was the most important requirement 



aplications cliniques cibles 

applications avec "gymnastique" 3D 
arthroscopie épaule, genou, hanche 
correspondance image Rx 2D et 3D per-op 

vidéochirurgie 
fluorochirurgie 

= chirurgie percutanée 



Q2 : qualité du volume 3D 

•  images 3D format DICOM 
•  construction automatisées du volume 3D 
•  dépendance du fournisseur d'image 

•  segmentation de l'os (seuillage + manuel) 



Q3 : 
mise en correspondance 2D-3D 

génération des images 2D à partir du 3D 

ou bien  matching 2D 3D sur des essais de 
  projections empiriques 

ou bien  repères implantés 

 remise en cause de la précision du simulateur 
et abandon 





Q4 : comment extraire les zones 
sémantiques repérées 

afin de générer des traces et donc le retour didactique 

passage au format JAVA 





Q5 : développement de 
l'interface physique 

Poignée avec retour haptique. Pas pour toutes les applications 



Q6 : Financement du outil 
pédagogique pour tous ? 

•  sociétés savantes 

•  gouvernement européen 

•  sociétés commerciales distributrices 
d'implant 



conclusions : les problèmes 

•  cibles 
– chirurgiens 
– applications 

•  techniques aigus 
– construction 3D 
– matching de plusieurs modalités 

•  extraction des infos sémantiques 
•  interface haptique 
•  financement et responsabilité 


